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Pure leptonic decays 

n  The decay constant is 
 the normalization of the meson 
 wave function i.e. the zero point of wave function 
n  The experimental measurement of pure leptonic decay

 can provide the product of decay constant and CKM
 matrix element. 

n  Theoretically decay constant can be calculated by
 QCD sum rule or Lattice QCD  
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We have two hadrons in semi-leptonic 
decays. It is described by form factors 
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Form factors can be calculated by 
lattice QCD, QCD sum rules, 
light cone sum rules etc. 

In the quark model, it is calculated by the overlap of two 
meson wave functions.  

Not a constant but a function 
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In experiments, 
we can only 
observe 
hadrons 

The standard model 
describes interactions 
amongst quarks and 
leptons 

π (K) 

Rich physics in hadronic B decays 

How can we test the standard model without solving QCD? 
CD Lu 

CP violation, FCNC, sensitive to new physics contribution… 

pi K puzzle etc. 
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Naïve Factorization (BSW model)  
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< π+D–|Heff|B> = a1                         0Ldu µγπ BLcbD µγ

Hadronic parameters: Form factor and decay constant 

Bauer, Stech, Wirbel, Z. Phys. C29, 637 (1985); ibid 34, 103   
(1987)                 

Form factors calculated from quark model 
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Generalized Factorization Approach 
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Non-factorizable contribution should be larger than expected, 

characterized by effective NC 

Ali, Kramer, Lu, Phys. Rev. D58, 094009 (1998)  

π 0D
0
Heff B

0 =   (C1+C2 /Nc) fD  F0
B→π  

 C1  ~ – 0.2         ~      C2(1/3 +s8) ≡ C2/Nc ~ +1/3  
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Generalized Factorization Approach 
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QCD Penguin operators 

n  Wilson coefficients 
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Chiral enhanced penguin 

b

This makes Br(Bà π+K–) > Br(Bà π+π–)  

Previously in BSW model it is the inverse case                      

Fiertz transformation gives a  
Chiral enhanced factor mπ

2/md 



QCD factorization by BBNS: PRL 83 (1999)
 1914; NPB591 (2000) 313  
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hard part 



αs corrections to the hard part T 
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The missing diagrams, which contribute to the
 renormalization of decay constant or form factors 
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Endpoint divergence appears in these calculations 



The annihilation type diagrams are
 important to the source of strong phases 

n  However, these diagrams are similar to the form factor
 diagrams, which have endpoint singularity, not perturbatively
 calculable. 

n  These divergences are not physical, can only be treated in
 QCDF as free parameters, which makes CP asymmetry not
 predictable: 
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Following: 
amplitudes and 
phenomenology 
with NNLO 
results (except 
polarization)  

With more and more 
precise data, power 
corrections are urgently 
needed 
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Picture of PQCD Approach 

4-quark 
operators 

Keum, Li, Sanda, Phys.Rev. D63 (2001) 054008;  

Lu, Ukai, Yang, Phys.Rev. D63 (2001) 074009  
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The leading order emission Feynman 
diagram in PQCD approach 

Form 
factor 
diagram 

Hard 
scattering 
diagram 
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The leading order Annihilation type 
 Feynman diagram in PQCD approach 
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Endpoint 
singularity 

n  Gluon propagator 

n  x,y Integrate from 0à1, that is endpoint singularity 
n  The reason is that, one neglects the transverse 

momentum of quarks, which is not applicable at 
endpoint.  

n  If we pick back the transverse momentum, the 
divergence disappears  
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n  It is similar for the 
 quark propagator 

  
                          

 

The logarithm divergence disappear if one has an 
extra dimension 
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singularity 
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However, with transverse momentum, means 
one extra energy scale 

The overlap of Soft and collinear divergence will give double 
logarithm ln2Pb, which is too big to spoil the perturbative 
expansion. We have to use renormalization group equation to 
resum all of the logs to give the so called  Sudakov Form factor 
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Sudakov Form factor exp{–S(x,b)} 

This factor exponentially suppresses the contribution at 
the endpoint (small kT), makes our perturbative 
calculation reliable 
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CP Violation in Bà π π (K) 
(real prediction before exp.) 

(2001) 
CP(%) FA BBNS PQCD Exp 

π +K – +9±3 +5±9 –17±5 –11.5±1.8 

π 0K + +8 ± 2 7 ±9 –13 ±4 +4 ± 4 

π +K 0 1.7± 0.1 1 ±1 –1.0±0.5 –2 ±4 

π +π  – –5±3 –6±12 +30±10 +37±10 

(2004) 



CP Violation in Bà π π (K) 
(real prediction before exp.) Including large annihilation fixed from exp. 
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CP(%) FA BBNS PQCD Exp 

π +K – +9±3 +5±9 –17±5 –9.7±1.2 

π 0K + +8 ± 2 7 ±9 –13 ±4 4.7 ± 2.6 

π +K 0 1.7± 0.1 1 ±1 –1.0±0.5 0.9 ±2.5 

π +π  – –5±3 –6±12 +30±10 +38±7 

(2001) 
Cheng,HY 

-7.4 ± 5.0 

0.28±0.10 

4.9 ± 5.9 

17 ± 1.3 
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νlXB u→

b
u

Cut quark diagram ~ Sum over final-state hadrons 

np,,,ρπ

~

On-shell 

Off-shell hadrons 
+π

−π

Inclusive Decay and B meson 
annihilation decay

Large strong phase 



collinear QCD Factorization approach                                   
 [Beneke, Buchalla, Neubert, Sachrajda, 99’] 

Perturbative QCD approach based on kT factorization       
 [Keum, Li, Sanda, 00’; Lu, Ukai, Yang, 00’] 

Soft-Collinear Effective Theory                                                  
 Bauer, Fleming, Pirjol, Stewart, Phys.Rev. D63 (2001) 114020 

 

✤  Work well for most of charmless B decays, except for ππ, πK
 puzzle etc. 

        QCD-methods based on factorization work
 well for the leading power of 1/mb expansion 
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For the charming penguin, an
 additional scale mc is involved 

n  1/mc, mc/mb expansion is needed 
n  QCDF and PQCD work well at only the leading order

 of these power expansion 

n  SCET parameterize this contribution, since
 factorization breaks down at the next-to-leading
 power correction. 

n  The main source of strong phase needed for direct CP
 violation, comes from here in SCET  
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αs corrections to the hard part T 

CD Lu 29 
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   Factorization can only be proved in power 
expansion by operator product expansion. To 

achieve that, we need a hard scale Q 

•  In the certain order of 1/Q expansion, the hard dynamics 
characterized by Q factorize from the soft dynamics 

•  Hard dynamics is process-dependent, but calculable 
•  Soft dynamics are universal (process-independent)            

predictive power of factorization theorem 
•  Factorization theorem holds up to all orders in αs, but to 

certain power in 1/Q 
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the correlation function 

Quark level 
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the correlation function 

Quark hadron duality Hadron level 

Insert a complete set of hadronic states Σ|n><n| 
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Current status of B à  γlν 

Chang Lei etc. PLB790 (2019) 257 
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LCSRs with B meson DA’s 
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Summary/Challenges  

n  Hadronic B Decays are important in the test of
 standard model and search for signals of new physics. 

n  Power corrections in QCDF are very important that
 need to be calculated precisely  

n  Such as The annihilation type diagrams are the key
 point in explaining the K pi puzzle and large direct
 CP asymmetry found in B decays 

n  Next-to-leading order perturbative calculations is
 needed to explain the more and more precise
 experimental data 
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